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Contributors

Fati Abigail Abdulai has been the executive director of the Widows and Orphans 

Movement (WOM), a reputable non-governmental organisation, since 2013. 

She is also the founder of Atarrah Ghana Limited (AGL), a social enterprise 

that identifies, develops, and promotes value chains that are indigenous to 

localities within Ghana and dominated by women. Abdulai is a 2017 Mandela 

Washington Fellow and a 2015 alumnus of the Ghanaian women’s social 

leadership programme. She is currently a board member of the Shea Network 

in Ghana and a steering committee member of the Network for Women’s Rights 

in Ghana (NETRIGHT). Abdulai holds a first degree in Natural Resources 

Management from the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology 

and a second degree in Renewable Energy: Sustainability and Technology from 

the University of Reading.

Patricia Abena Tawiah Aboe is a senior fellow of the Centre for Innovation 

and Entrepreneurship of the CSIR College of Science and Technology, College 

of Science and Technology (CCST-CIE) Accra, Ghana. Dr. Aboe was formerly 

with the Animal Research Institute of the Council for Scientific and Industrial 

Research (CSIR-ARI). She has broad experience in the gender analysis of 

agricultural projects, especially small ruminant (sheep and goats) projects.

Faustina Obeng Adomaa is a critical geographer whose work focuses on 

inclusive development. She specialises in gender equality and social inclusion. 

Her research is at the intersection of micro-level agrarian livelihoods, and broad 

social relations and economic structures. She is particularly interested in the 

politics of agricultural value chains and climate change, and their ramifications 

on local livelihoods in terms of land, labour, food security, and inequalities. 

Faustina holds Bachelor and Master of Philosophy degrees in Geography and 

Resource Development from the University of Ghana. She is currently a PhD 

candidate at Wageningen University and Research, Netherlands.
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Innocent S.K. Agbelie is a PhD candidate at the Institute of Statistical, Social, 

and Economic Research, University of Ghana, pursuing a PhD in Development 

Studies. His research interests cover sustainable development, climate change, 

sustainable energy, green economy, productive energy, firm behaviour, and 

gender analysis on which he has co-published some articles, technical reports, 

and blogs. He is recently investigating Firms’ decisions on energy systems 

utilisation and their implications for performance from 2015 to 2021 in the 

Greater Accra Region of Ghana, as his PhD thesis. 

Loretta Baidoo is an emerging feminist researcher interested in women’s 

livelihoods and international development work. Loretta holds an MPhil in 

Development Studies from the University of Cape Coast, Ghana, and is currently 

a graduate student at St. Mary’s University, Canada. Her work applies African, 

Critical Race and intersectional feminist tools of inquiry to examine development 

demands outlined by feminist foreign policies. She explores power relations, 

examining the intersection of international development practice within the 

African context and African-produced knowledge on African women. Loretta 

is also interrogating selected feminist movements in Ghana, co-contributing to 

Feminist Africa’s research and publishing project titled ‘Africa’s 21st Century 

Feminist Social Movements and Struggles’.

Akua Opokua Britwum is an associate professor at the Department of Labour and 

Human Resource Studies, University of Cape Coast, Ghana. She previously served 

as director of the Centre for Gender Research, Advocacy and Documentation at the 

University of Cape Coast. Prof. Britwum serves on the editorial boards of the Global 

Labour Journal and Oguaa Journal of Social Sciences and is an advisory board member 

of the International Review of Social History. Her research and publications cover sexual 

harassment in Ghanaian universities, gender and trade unionism, trade union history, 

informal workers’ rights, gendered land rights, and the economics of gender violence. 

Natacha Bruna holds a PhD in Development Studies, from the International 

Institute of Social Studies, Erasmus University, Rotterdam in the Political 

Ecology research group. Her research focuses on agrarian change brought 



about by the intersections of resource grabbing as a result of extractivism and 

environmental politics. She is currently a researcher at an independent research 

institution in Mozambique – Observatório do Meio Rural (www.omrmz.com). 

Her areas of research include land and resource grabbing, agrarian political 

economy, political ecology, and extractivism.

Monique Kwachou is a Cameroonian writer, youth worker, researcher, and 

practitioner of gender and education for development. Her research and practice 

generally involve the theory and application of African feminist thought, critical 

pedagogy, and youth advocacy in the improvement of education quality and 

outcomes, in addressing social injustices and working toward sustainable 

development. Kwachou has over eight years of experience gleaned from 

working with a range of employers, from higher education institutions like 

the University of Buea (Cameroon) to civil society organisations like Better 

Breed Cameroon. She is currently a postdoctoral fellow with the University 

of the Free State (South Africa) and most recently was appointed coordinator 

of the Cameroonian chapter of the pan-African Forum for African Women 

Educationalists – FAWECam.

Joseph Manzvera is an agricultural economist by profession with more than 

five years applied research experience in agricultural policy, innovation, and 

climate change issues in Southern Africa. He has published a number of peer 

reviewed articles and policy briefs on these topics. He has also received many 

distinguished recognitions and awards including an Outstanding Research 

award from the Research Council of Zimbabwe in February 2019 and was 

named one of the Brightest Young Minds in Africa in September 2017. Manzvera 

holds an MSc in Agricultural and Applied Economics from the University of 

Zimbabwe, in collaboration with the University of Pretoria, and a BSc Hons 

degree in Agricultural Economics and Management from the Bindura University 

of Science Education.  He is currently a PhD student in Applied Agricultural 

Economics and Policy at the University of Ghana.  
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Petronella Munemo is a PhD candidate in Development Studies at the Institute 

of Statistical, Social and Economic Research (ISSER), University of Ghana, 

Legon. She holds Bachelor of Arts and Master of Philosophy degrees in Social 

Work from the University of Ghana. Her scholarship and research interests 

include migrants’ reproductive health, intimate partner violence, gender issues, 

vulnerability, and climate change. For her PhD thesis, she is currently exploring 

the gendered dimensions of climate change adaptation and sustainability of 

smallholder farmers’ livelihoods in Zimbabwe.

Ernest Laryea Okorley is a professor of Agricultural Extension and Community 

Development in the School of Agriculture, University of Cape Coast, Ghana, where 

he obtained his first and second degrees. He received his PhD in 2007 at Massey 

University, New Zealand. He is particularly interested in extension management and 

information support for development practitioners in government and non-governmental 

organisations. As an advocate of experiential learning, he has contributed to developing 

and implementing action-oriented curricula for capacity building in extension and 

agribusiness education, community development, and NGO studies in Ghana.

Sharon Adetutu Omotoso, a feminist philosopher, is currently a senior research 

fellow (Gender/Media Studies) at the Institute of African Studies, University of 

Ibadan, Nigeria. She heads the Institute’s Women’s Research and Documentation 

Centre (WORDOC). Her core research interests include feminist philosophy, 

women-in-politics/leadership, sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV), media 

education, ethics, and political communication. Sharon co-edited Political 

Communication in Africa (2017) and edited the book Women’s Political 

Communication in Africa (2020). As a Chartered Mediator & Conciliator, she 

combines research and community service. She produces indigenous radio 

education programmes on women in politics, media literacy, and development 

and has published significantly on local and international platforms. She is 

currently working on broad gender contexts of theorising African political 

communication and women-in-corruption.
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Jamela Robertson is a seasoned gender equality advocate who has worked in 

various sectors in public and private institutions, as well as non-governmental 

organisations and UN entities. She has over 20 years of experience, working 

in the area of mainstreaming human rights, including gender, race, youth, and 

persons with disabilities. Robertson is an all-round leader, manager, developer 

and implementer of policy, programmes, and strategies for gender equality, 

and has co-authored training manuals and other publications on the subject. 

She holds an MSc (Med) from the University of the Witwatersrand. Robertson 

is the newly-appointed Chief Executive Officer of South Africa’s Commission 

for Gender Equality.

Rizwana Waraich is a board member of the Lok Sanjh Foundation, an NGO 

based in rural Pakistan, and works as a freelance consultant. Her work covers 

development and humanitarian issues, namely poverty, social relations, gender, 

monitoring, evaluation and assessments. Her numerous assignments include 

having worked as a Senior Gender Coordinator for UNDP.




